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Ewelina CHŁOPIŃSKA 

DISTRIBUTION MODEL OF LNG IN THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE BALTIC SEA 

ON THE EXAMPLE OF CONTAINER SHIPS  

 

Article characterizes the methods of adaption to the requirements of the Directive 2012/33/EU of the European Parliament 

and of the Council concerning the reduction of emissions of sulphur dioxide by container vessels. It presents alternative using 

LNG fuel on example container ships. Methods bunkering LNG ships in the southern part of the Baltic Sea was presented. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Maritime transport has more and more influence on the world 
economy. We are constantly creating new, larger vessels, which are 
able to carry massive amounts of goods at a lower cost compared to 
other modes of transport. However, it consists with increasing amount 
of pollution. Therefore, in year 1993 were introduced the first re-
strictions on the sulphur content of the fuel used in maritime transport.   

From 1 of January 2015  MARPOL - International Convention for 
the prevention of pollution of the sea by ships imposes companies 
lowering the sulphur content of 1% to 0.1% in the areas of SECA. In 
other areas of the sea regulated the sulphur content 
the range of  01.01.2020 - 3.5% and  from 01.01.2012 - 0.50% [2]. 

1. MARITIME TRANSPORT  

1.1. Conteiner sea transportations  

The emergence of technology of containers maritime transport, 
and hence to their carriage, without doubt it was a very important 
change. In modern times, container ships dominate the most, and it 
is estimated that the majority of traditional bulk carriers in the next 
few years will be containerized (Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. The traffic of container ships on 20.09.2016 [7] 

 
Standardization of containers and the acceptance them by all 

countries of the world, which in turn led to the findings of the global 
transport system has contributed to ensure containers high universal-

ity and mass in maritime transport.  Responsible for it, is the Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization ISO, recasting containers and 
related documentation, settlement and legal acts. Not to miss is also 
the intermodality of containers, which are units transported by all 
means of transport and destined for multiple carriage, and most im-
portantly - it does not reload the goods handled in the same container. 
This is a very important feature that revolutionized the technology of 
transport carriage of general cargo in the form of traditional, elimi-
nated the laborious stowage, expensive and not very efficient, several 
staged using a suitable, expensive equipment and exposure to dam-
age and theft. Containers allow you to deliver cargo within the frame-
work of the integrated transport. All of this affects very favourably to 
one of the two factors, which depends on the intensity of use of the 
carrying capacity of the ship, namely, for the duration of the stay in 
port. Thanks to the generalisation of the standard containers and out-
standing operational-performance, stay at the port fell to a minimum 
compared to the existing time-consuming handling general cargo. 
The second factor affecting the intensity of use of capacity is the 
speed of the vessel. Service speed is associated with consumption 
of expensive fuel, which leads to burning produce of environmentally 
harmful compounds in large amounts.  Therefore, in recent years, the 
big emphasis is on designing such container ships, which meet the 
requirements of numerous regulations governing exhaust emissions.  

Propulsion engine type is one of the main parameters in the de-
sign assumptions, and in recent years the right of his choice has be-
come even more significant in the context of the requirements of the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) contained in annex VI to 
MARPOL 73/78. This annex regulates the matter of pollution of the 
atmosphere by vessels, especially such derived from marine engine 
exhaust and introduces limits on the sulphur content in the fuel and 
limits on emissions of nitrogen oxides from marine engines. There-
fore, on 1st of January 2015, entered into force the directive, which 
restricts the allowable sulphur emissions of that element. From the 
wording of the directive shows, that the current limit on the sulphur 
content in the fuel used by the vessels must be drastically reduced 
from the existing so far 1.0% to 0.1%. The provisions of the directive 
apply to the SECA (Sulphur Emission Control Area), under the close 
control of the emissions of sulphur and covering areas of the Baltic 
Sea, the North Sea, the waters of the English Canal and the coastal 
waters of North America [5].  

The entry into force of the directive, the sulphur is associated 
with consequences for sea transport sector, because these changes 
are forcing companies providing shipping service on these waters to 
seek alternative solutions to the current traditional fuel, to adapt to 
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new, more stringent standards, find the best and most cost-effective 
solution. 

2. LNG FUEL  

2.1. Alternative solutions to apple the sulphur directive 

Maritime transport is growing and changing to more environmen-
tally friendly transport. Representatives of the marine industry are 
forced to exploitation of low-sulphur fuel, which cost is much higher 
than the traditional one. In search of alternative solutions as soon as 
possible of a productive effects is power ships by LNG (Liquefied Nat-
ural Gas-LNG). Applying it will meet the requirements of the provi-
sions of the IMO. This is a future-proof fuel, offering significantly re-
duced the emission of harmful substances into the environment com-
pared to traditional fuels, such as: heavy fuel (HFO) or marine diesel 
oil (MDO).  

An increasing number of the proposed ships is upgraded in 
power systems with motors powered by LNG. Use of this fuel is not 
new, as the ships carrying LNG from long use vapours to power main 
drive, but it was not so far a common fuel, which in recent years very 
intensely affected.  

So far, the most common vessels with LNG power were short 
sea shipping vessels such as ferries, tugs, patrol units, or off-shore 
units PSV (Platform Supply Vessel -  supplying drilling platforms). 
They require frequent bunkering, as do not belong to the vessels with 
a very large capacity, so to not waste space on the ship, the volume 
of the tanks must be limited.  

It looks totally different on the container ships. These are the 
vessels of increasingly larger capacities (currently they can be traced 
back up to 19 thousands TEU). These big container ships carrying all 
sorts of goods all over the world are supplied with expensive Diesel 
fuel, but smaller units are starting to be supplied with construction of 
the propulsion using LNG. This technology has given rise the rise of 
Dual Fuel engines capable of burning two fuel types. These are the 
engines capable of simultaneous processing of conventional fuel and 
LNG. Design intent to create a unique and non-invasive system that 
allows you to convert existing diesel drives for more efficient, envi-
ronmentally friendly and flexible engines that can be supplied e.g. 
diesel and liquefied natural gas or diesel and biomethane. At any 
time, they give possibility to return to conventional diesel-only power. 

Fuel represent a significant share of the operating costs, particularly 
the so-called giants among container ships. Technology duel fuel al-
lows to replace diesel engines with expensive diesel fuel by cheaper 
fuel – liquefied natural gas. Thanks to this system Diesel + Gas in 
diesel engines is reduced toxic emissions and soot compared to burn 
only diesel fuel [8]. In the design of these systems lead the world's 
largest multinationals, such as the Finnish Wartsila and German Man 
Diesel SE.  

In addition to dual fuel engines, internal combustion engines 
powered by liquefied natural gas, we can distinguish mono – fuel en-
gines, spark-ignition, using only gas. The beginning of the develop-
ment of this type of engine is early 1990s of the last century. Ships 
with propulsion that uses only LNG, require the installation of a suit-
able size tank of gas, so the mono – fuel engines are mostly for ships 
operated in areas with a well-developed network of bunker station. 
These vessels do not require installation of dual fuel systems, their 
availability to the bunker station provides frequent refilling of the 
tanks. Engines, dual fuel, or dual-fuel engines, are characterized by 
a much more complex design and work for vessels with larger capac-
ities when operating in areas with low availability of bunker station.  

The first in the world more restricted ships than container based 
gas-fuelled engines but also capable of simultaneously processing of 
conventional fuels, which is running on Dual Fuel are "Isla Bella" and 
"Perla del Caribe". Both were built in 2015 by General Dynamics 
NASSCO for shipping company TOTE Maritime and they are oper-
ated on the route from Jacksonville, Florida to San Juan, Pouerto 
Rico. These container ships, belonging to the Marlin Class, are cur-
rently the largest ships with the energy derived from the combustion 
of liquefied natural gas. Each of them uses gas from fuel spray and 
double low-speed diesel engine MAN 8L70ME-C 8.2-GI. Use tech-
nology, in which the LNG plays a central role, allows to drastically 
reduce the emission of harmful compounds: 98% less nitrogen ox-
ides, 97% less sulphur oxides, 72% less carbon dioxide and about 
60% less particulate matter (PM) compared with ships previously op-
erated by TOTE belonging to Ponce Class. According to the construc-
tors of the NASSCO shipyard-it's as if removed from the roads over 
15 thousands cars [10].  

Every vessel wit LNG power loses some cargo space, fuel tanks 
can be up to 4 times higher than traditional, this leads to space for 
fuel and to reduce the carrying capacity of the ship. This gas both in 

 
Fig. 2. Scheme of placing LNG tank on the containershi [4] 
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the form of condensed and compressed takes from 2 to 5 times more 
space compared to diesel oil (MDO), with an equivalent amount of 
energy contained in the fuel. In the case of the floating LNG power 
container ship, the tanks are located in a part of the ship, where could 
potentially be located containers (Fig. 2). 

The presence in this place tanks with fuel LNG does not preclude 
the stowing of containers in the space located above the tank, appro-
priately separated and secured. Cargo, like the overwhelming num-
ber of container,  is located on either side of the superstructure. 

3. MARITIME UNITS  

3.1. Conteinerships with LNG propulsion  

In the coming years will build three giant container ships for ship-
ping company TOTE , DNV GL together with Hyundai Heavy Indus-
tries (HHI) and United Arab Shipping Company (UASC) announced 
a fuel supply system design of LNG for a series of container ships 
A14 A18. It will be the 11 ships with a capacity of 4.5 thous. TEU and 
6 ships with a capacity of 18.8 thous. TEU. By the end of 2016 will 
also be completed 2 gas container ships, on which the assumption 
made group companies: Finnish company Containerships Ltd Oy, 
GNS Shipping/Nordic Hamburg and ARKON Shipping. Container  
ships will also be able to carry up to 300 refrigerated containers, and 
because the different types of fuel will use not only major engines, 
but also generators, it will allow for the production of environmentally 
friendly electricity. The following table (Tab. 1) presents the owners, 
who in the near future also adapt to the requirements of the directive 
of the sulphur. 

 
Tab. 1. The owners with container vessels using LNG power.  

No Owner Quantity of container Status 

1. 
Capital Ship Manage-
ment Corporation 

1 the planning stage 

2. Nor Lines 1 received 

3. Matson 2 
to pick up by the 
end of 2018 

4. Wessels Reederei 1 
to pick up by the 
end of 2016 

5. 
GNS Shipping GmbH & 
Co KG 

number unknown 
series to pick up by 
the end of 2016 

6. 
United Arab Shipping 
Company 

m/v Sajir baptized 

7. TOTE Maritime 
m/v Isla Bella baptized 

m/v Perla del Caribe baptized 

There are three basic ways to meet the requirements of the di-
rective, misleading sulphur limit the sulphur content of the fuel used 
by ships in the area of SECA: 
1. The ability to transition to diesel with low sulphur content.  
2. The use of previously used oil (installation on a ship called scrub-

bers). 
3. The introduction of LNG propulsion system.  

Specialists from DNV GL according to analyses carried out, cit-
ing a recent analysis concludes that, given the much higher cost of 
the application of the two first solutions, drive technology of LNG on 
a dual fuel system is the most profitable [1]. What’s important lique-
fied natural gas can be used to drive not only the main engine, but 
also generators for working a variety of devices, including the work of 
refrigerated containers. Studies indicate that LNG powered container 
units in addition have much less impact on the environment, they also 
lower operating costs. Among other things, affect not the benefits of 
the heat recovery system of rain, that allows to use it to power other 
devices. Savings can amount up to 50% (average date back to the 
order of 15-30%) [3]. 

According to a study by LNG powered ships construction cost 
made by MARINTEK can be about 10-15% larger than the tradition-
ally-fuelled units [6]. According to a study by MARINTEK, LNG pow-
ered ships construction cost can be about 10-15% larger than the 
traditionally fuelled units. It is associated mainly with the construction 
of the LNG tanks and fuel system. In the long term operation of the 
unit these costs should return. Impact on it have longer service life of 
the drive motors of LNG with  fuel combustion process and the fact 
that the property of this gas avoids the additional costly penalties as-
sociated with the crossing of the emission standards. 

4. METHODS BUNKIERING LNG  

4.1. Methods bunkiering LNG in the southern part  
of the Baltic Sea  

The goal of research was create model of distribution of LNG as 
a shipping fuel in the southern part of the Baltic Sea. 

Data was used for the research from the Automatic Identification 
System, AIS. The data (voyage related) was implemented to the 
IWRAP MK2 v4.4.0 Program. This program, among others enables 
to obtain information about the kind, the amount and the greatness of 
ships moving on the defined area what is the Baltic Sea in the deter-
mined time period (01.01.2013 – 31.12.2015). 

A southern part of the Baltic Sea was analysed (area - the Ap-
propriate Baltic - it means central part of the Baltic). The figure below 
in red marked area that was analyzed (Fig. 3). 

 

 
Fig. 3. The section of the Baltic Sea [10] 

  
Twelve sections created on main traffic were analysed (Fig. 4). 

Maritime units (vessels) moving along the analyzed area have the 
opportunity to bunkering of LNG by using the LNG Terminal in 
Swinoujscie with the following bunkiering LNG units (Fig. 5). 
 

                   MARITIME UNITS 
 
 
 

         small                            large             floating bunkering station   
   bunker barge               bunker barge                (100 000 m³) 
     bunker ship                  bunker ship 
(200 – 1 000 m³)         (1 000 – 10 000 m³)             

 
Fig. 5. Methods bunkiering LNG 
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Based on existing forecasts of maritime units, which as a drive 
the use of LNG and the possibility of their bunkiering a model of dis-
tribution of natural gas in the southern part of the Baltic Sea  
(Fig. 6). 

Model of distribution of LNG in the southern parts of the Baltic 
Sea presents possible methods of bunkiering LNG depending on the 
type, size. 

The model shows the use of the LNG Terminal in Swinoujscie as 
the Main Fuel Distribution Station. This model presents two solutions 
distribution of LNG, depending on depending on his demand: 
1. LNG is supply directly from the LNG terminal by large ship bun-

ker / large barge bunker is being provided to the marine units at 
sea - without calling to the port.  

2. LNG is supply directly from the LNG terminal by floating bunki-
ering station. The floating bunkiering station has the able to sup-
ply LNG:  

 maritime units / vessels in port, 

 small barges / small ships bunkier, which supplies the mar-
itime units in the port, 

 large barges / large ships bunkier, which supplies the mar-
itime units at sea. 

Presented model shows solution to the main problem associated 
with the use of natural gas in the form of LNG as a marine propulsion 
unit, which is the lack of LNG bunkering station along the shoreline of 
the Baltic Sea. 

 
Fig. 4.  Sections of traffic analyzed.  

 
Fig. 6.  Distribution model of LNG in the southern part of the Baltic Sea 
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SUMMARY 

The restrictions of the Directive 2012/33 / EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council in the coming years will include all units 
on sea waters. These activities, seek to reduce the level of carbon 
dioxide emissions, leading to improvement of the quality of the air. 
The proposed solution is to use a new LNG fuel, which is more ex-
pensive, however, emits smaller amounts of sulphur into the atmos-
phere. Many companies have invested in the modernisation of ves-
sels or the purchase of new vessels powered by fuel, LNG, called the 
blue fuel. 

The presented model of the distribution chain of LNG will also 
apply to other maritime units, other than those described at this arti-
cle. 
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